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ANNEX 5 – Programme sheets

In order to elaborate these sheets presenting the organisation and the legal structure of the 64
INTERREG IIIA programmes, VIAREGIO made use of a number of documentary resources (cf. 
bibliography) as well as, for some of the programmes of the sample, information obtained by the
interviews carried out or the questionnaires sent. 

The information figuring on these sheets is in no case complete and is subject to a number of 
limits, particularly in terms of availability of documents. In addition, most of the programme sheets
of the programmes of the sample are completed by a graph on the programme structures and
organisation. The graphs for the other programmes can be consulted in the ‘Programme
Summaries’ or programme documents.

The symbol - - - indicates in the structure in question or does not exist, or that no specific informa-
tion has been obtained on this structure.

Moreover, the list of the internal and external Intermediate Bodies participating to the implementation
of the programme is not complete either: the aim here is simply to remind the principal technical
units among the partners (internal IB) or the main cross-border cooperation structures or other
external actors, other than those performing the main administrative functions of the programme
(MA, PA, JTS), participating in its management.

Nevertheless, these sheets allow giving an idea of the main characteristics of each of the 
INTERREG IIIA programmes in terms of organisation and legal structure. 

NOTA BENE

The terms ‘micro projects fund’ or ‘small projects fund’ will be alternately found in this document,
depending on their specific name given by each programme. These two terms however refer to the
same type of scheme, which is presented in the study under the name ‘Small Projects Fund’.
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INTERREG IIIA

1 - Skargarden

Finland, Sweden
www.skargarden.com

Identity

Executive Council of Aland (FI)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Executive Council of Aland (FI)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Executive Council of Aland (FI), with

relays in some of the partner regions

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One Executive Committee of the pro-

gramme – The Executive Office of the

cross-border cooperation structure

Archipelago Cooperation

Legal status

Grouping of regional public authorities

Function carried out

Preparation of the applications before the

Selection Committee, pre-assessment

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

Identity

Archipelago cooperation

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- Executive Committee of the programme

- Participation in the guidance of the 

programme and main project owner

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Protocol Agreement signed between the Finnish and Swedish governments 

concerning the designation of the MA and the PA and the extent of their missions

INTERREG IIIA Agreement between the partner authorities of the programme 

concerning its implementation

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

2 - Kvarken – Mittskandia

Finland, Norway, Sweden
www.kvarken-mittskandia.nu

Identity

Administrative Council of the

Västerbotten county (SE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Administrative Council of the

Västerbotten county (SE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Kvarken Council (FI), and local relays

Legal status

Cross-border cooperation structure,

association governed by private law,

composed of public local and regional

authorities

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

Two consultant agencies

Legal status

Bodies governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the second level control

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Agreement signed between the Finnish and Swedish governments concerning the 

designation of the Managing and the Paying authorities and the extend of their missions

Conventions between Finnish and Swedish partner authorities defining the 

responsibilities of the Managing and Paying Authorities

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

3 - Austria – Germany/Bavaria

Austria, Germany
www.interreg-bayaut.net

Identity

Amt der Oberösterreichischen

Landesregierung (AT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the regional coordination authorities

Managing Authority

Identity

Amt der Oberösterreichischen

Landesregierung (AT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

- Traditional functions

- Operational missions delegated to the

‘ERP Fonds’ (private body recruited by

call for bids)

Paying Authority

Identity

Salzburger Institut für Raumordnung und

Wohnen (AT)

Legal status

Joint structure governed by private law

(Austrian law) chosen after a European

call for bids

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the regional coordination authorities

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Several regional coordination authorities

working closely with the partners of the

programme – Governments of

Oberbayern, Niederbayern and

Schwaben (DE) and Land Oberösterreich

and Tirol (AT)

Legal status

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA (exercise of most

of the missions concerning the operational

implementation of the programme – guid-

ance, assessment of projects, preparation

of the decisions, monitoring of the proj-

ects and first level control…)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices
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Identity

Six Euroregions on the programme terri-

tory: Bayerischer Wald Böhmer Wald ;

Inn-Salzach ; Salzburg-Berchtesgadener-

Traunstein ; Inntal ; Zugspitze-

Wetterstein-Karwendel ; Via Salina

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- Management the Micro Projects Fund:

guidance, assistance in project develop-

ment, assessment of projects, decision-

making, monitoring

- Role of intermediary between the project

owners and the programme partners:

guidance, assistance in project develop-

ment process, in monitoring, etc.

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

ERP Fonds (AT)

Legal status

Bodies governed by private law

Function carried out

Final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Partnership convention between the Republic of Austria and the Federal State of

Germany concerning the common implementation of the European programmes

2000-2006

Convention between the regional and local partner authorities of the programme con-

cerning the implementation procedures

Agreement between the federal State of Austria and the Austrian Länder concerning

the implementation of the second level control

Agreement between the MA, the JTS and the regional coordination authorities con-

cerning the programme’s execution

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

4 - Austria – Czech Republic

Austria, Czech Republic 
www.at-cz.net

Identity

Federal Chancellery (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Czech National Authority (CZ)

Managing Authority

Identity

Federal Chancellery (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

- Traditional functions, in collaboration

with the Czech sub-Paying Authority 

- Operational missions delegated to the

‘ERP Fonds’ (private body recruited by

call for bids)

Paying Authority

Identity

Österreichisches Institut für Raumplanung

(ÖIR) Management Services ltd. (AT)

Legal status

Private company recruited by call for bids

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the Czech JTS and with the Intermediate

Bodies on regional level, responsible for

the operational management of the 

projects

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One National Authority on the Czech side–

Ministry for the regional development (CZ)

One JTS on the Czech side – Centre for

regional development – and Intermediate

Bodies (CZ)

One sub-PA on the Czech side – Ministry

of Finances (CZ)

Administrative services of the Austrian

Länder included in the programme – 

governments of Lower and Upper Austria

and government of Vienna (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

National public authority

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA

Collaboration with the central JTS of the

programme and operational management

of the projects

Collaboration with the PA

Operational management of the programme

concerning the projects (guidance, assis-

tance in project development, assessment,

preparation of the conventions, project moni-

toring, first level control …)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices
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Identity

Four Euroregions on the programme terri-

tory: Euregio Bayerischer Wald Böhmer

Wald, Euregio Silva Nordica, Euregio

Waldviertel, Euregio Weinviertel-

Südmähren-Westslovakei

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

Management of the Micro Projects Fund:

guidance, assistance on project structur-

ing, assessment, decision in accordance

with the appropriate eligibility criteria,

monitoring

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

ERP Fonds (AT)

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Agreement between the Republic of Austria and the Czech Republic concerning the

implementation of the programme  

- Agreement between the programme partners and the ÖÏR GmbH concerning the

missions of the JTS 

-  Agreement between the programme partners and the ‘ERP Fonds’ concerning the

missions of the Managing and Paying Authorities   

- Agreement between the Republic of Austria and the Austrian Länder on the 

implementation of the European programmes for the period 2000-2006

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Lack of an inter-State agreement providing a legal framework for cross-border 

decentralised cooperation 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

5 - Austria – Slovenia

Austria, Slovenia
www.at-si.net

Identity

Federal Chancellery (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the Slovene National Authority (SI)

Managing Authority

Identity

Federal Chancellery (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

- Traditional functions

- Operational missions delegated to the

‘ERP Fonds’ (private body recruited by

call for bids)

Paying Authority

Identity

Österreichisches Institut für Raumplanung

(ÖIR) Management Services ltd. (AT)

Legal status

Private company recruited by call for bids

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the Slovene JTS and the Intermediate

Bodies at regional level, in charge of the

operational management of the projects

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One National Authority on the Slovene

side – Ministry of Economy and

Development (SI)

One JTS on the Slovene side- National

Agency for Regional Development /

NARD (SI)

Administrative services of the Austrian

Länder involved in the programme – 

governments of Carinthia and Styria (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA, responsible for

programme implementation in Slovenia

Collaboration with the central JTS and

operational management at project level

Operational management of the pro-

gramme concerning the projects (guid-

ance, assistance on project structuring,

assessment, preparation of the conven-

tions, monitoring of the projects, first level

control …)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices
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Identity

Two Euroregions on the programme 

territory: Euregio Steiermark/Styria –

Slovenia and Carnica-Region Rosental

Legal status

No legal personality 

Function carried out

- Management of the Micro Projects Fund

- guidance, assistance in project develop-

ment process, assessment, decision-

making in accordance with own eligibility

criteria, monitoring

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

ERP Fonds (AT)

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Agreement between the Chancellery of Austria and Slovenia represented by the NARD

concerning the programme implementation

- Agreement between the programme partners and the OIR GmbH concerning the

JTS missions

- Agreement between the programme partners and the ERP Fonds of Vienna 

concerning the MA and PA missions

- Agreement between the Republic of Austria and the Austrian Länder concerning the

implementation of the European programmes for the period 2000-2006

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Lack of an inter-State agreement providing a legal framework for cross-border 

decentralised cooperation 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

6 - Austria – Hungary

Austria, Hungary
www.at-hu.net

Identity

Federal Chancellery (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions shared with the

national Hungarian authority (HU)

Managing Authority

Identity

Federal Chancellery (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

- Traditional functions, in collaboration

with the Hungarian sub-PA 

- Operational missions delegated to the

‘ERP Fonds’ (private body recruited by

call for bids)

Paying Authority

Identity

Österreichisches Institut für Raumplanung

(ÖIR) Management Services ltd. (AT)

Legal status

Private company recruited by call for bids

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the Hungarian JTS and with the

Intermediate Bodies on regional level,

responsible for the operational manage-

ment of the projects

Joint Technical Secretariat
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Identity

One National Authority on the Hungarian

side – Hungarian Office for Territorial and

Regional Development (HOTRD/VATI),

related to the Prime Minister

One JTS – HOTRD/VATI (CZ)

One sub-PA on the Hungarian side –

HOTRD/VATI (HU)

Administrative services of the Austrian

Länder included in the programme – 

governments of Burgenland, Vienna,

Lower Austria (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

National public authority

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA

Collaboration with the JTS and opera-

tional management of the projects 

Collaboration with the PA

Operational management of the pro-

gramme concerning the projects (guid-

ance, assistance on project structuring,

assessment, preparation of the conven-

tions, monitoring, first level control…)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

Identity

One Euroregion on the territory of the

programme: Euroregion West/Nyugat

Pannonia 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

Management of the Micro Projects Fund:

guidance, assistance on project structur-

ing, assessment, decision in accordance

with the appropriate eligibility criteria,

monitoring  

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

ERP Fonds (AT)

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Agreement between the Austrian Chancellery and the HOTRD/VATI (HU) concerning

the implementation of the programme  

- Agreement between the programme partners and the OÏR GmbH concerning the

JTS missions

- Agreement between the programme partners and the ‘ERP Fonds’ concerning the

missions of the Managing and Paying Authorities

- Agreement between the Republic of Austria and the Austrian Länder on the 

implementation of the European programmes for the period  2000-2006

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Lack of an inter-State agreement providing a legal framework for cross-border 

decentralised cooperation 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

7 - Austria – Slovakia

Austria, Slovakia
www.at-sk.net

Identity

Federal Chancellery (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions shared with the

national Slovakian authority (SK)

Managing Authority

Identity

Federal Chancellery (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

- Traditional functions, in collaboration

with the  Slovakian sub-PA (SK)

- Operational missions delegated to the

‘ERP Fonds’ (private body recruited by

call for bids)

Paying Authority

Identity

Österreichisches Institut für Raumplanung

(ÖIR) Management Services ltd. (AT)

Legal status

Private company recruited by call for bids

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Slovakian JTS and with the Intermediate

Bodies on regional level, responsible for the

operational management of the projects

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One National Authority on the Slovakian side

– Ministry of Regional Development (SK)

One JTS on the Slovakian side – Ministry of

Regional Development (SK) and its Office

for regional development on regional level,

as well as two regional governments (SK)

One sub-PA on the Slovakian side –

Ministry of Finances (SK)

Administrative services of the Austrian

Länder included in the programme – 

governments of Burgenland, Vienna,

Lower Austria (AT)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

National public authority

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA

Collaboration with the central JTS and

operational management of the projects

Collaboration with the PA

Operational management of the pro-

gramme concerning the projects (guid-

ance, assistance on project structuring,

assessment, preparation of the conven-

tions, monitoring, first level control…)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices
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Identity

Two Euroregions on the programme 

territory: Euroregion Pomoravie, Euregio

Weinviertel-Südmähren-Westslovakei 

Legal status

- - -  

Function carried out

Management of the Micro Projects Fund:

guidance, assistance on project structur-

ing, assessment, decision in accordance

with the appropriate eligibility criteria,

monitoring 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

ERP Fonds (AT)

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Agreement between the Austrian Chancellery and the Republic of Slovakia concerning

the implementation of the programme  

-  Agreement between the programme partners and the OÏR GmbH concerning the

JTS missions 

-  Agreement between the programme partners and the ‘ERP Fonds’ concerning the

missions of Managing and Paying Authorities 

-  Agreement between the Republic of Austria and the Austrian Länder on the 

implementation of the European programmes for the period  2000-2006

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Lack of an inter-State agreement providing a legal framework for cross-border 

decentralised cooperation 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

8 - Sweden – Norway

Sweden, Norway 
www.interreg-sverige-norge.com

Identity

Administrative Council of the Jämtland

county (SE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Administrative Council of the Jämtland

county (SE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions shared with the

Norwegian sub-PA

Paying Authority

Identity

Administrative Council of the Jämtland

county (SE), assisted by four JTS of 

sub-programmes 

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

- Assistance to the programme’s Steering

Committee

- Coordination of the operational imple-

mentation of the programme carried out

by the JTSs of the four sub-programmes

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Norwegian municipalities

Four JTS, one JTS for each sub-programme 

Legal status

Local public authorities

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

PA and JTS on the Norwegian side 

- Assistance to the four sub-Steering

Committees of the programme

- Responsible for the operational imple-

mentation of the programme and for

some missions of MA/PA (assistance on

project structuring, guidance, first level

control and project monitoring…)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Agreement on the delegation of certain missions between the MA/PA and the five 

sub-Steering Committees, assisted by the five JTS (one central JTS and four JTSs of

sub-programmes) responsible for the operational implementation of the programme 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - - 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

9 - Ems Dollart Region

Germany, Netherlands
www.edr.org

Identity

Land Niedersachsen, Ministry of

Economy (DE) 

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Delegation of main missions and 

responsibilities to the JTS 

Managing Authority

Identity

Landestreuhandstelle - Investitions- und

Förderbank Niedersachsen (DE)

Legal status

Private bank

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Ems Dollart Region – EDR (NL)

Legal status

Public structure of cross-border 

cooperation

(Zweckverband)

Function carried out

Traditional functions and a great part of

the MA’s missions which are delegated to

the JTS by a convention (‘quasi-MA of

the programme’)

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Coordination group

Legal status

Group of public authorities, members of

the EDR

Function carried out

Participation in the assessment of the

projects and the decisional process

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

One consultants agency

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the second level control

and in the final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- Convention between the programme partners concerning  the  programme imple-

mentation and the missions of MA, PA and JTS / delegation of a great part of the

MA’s missions to the JTS

- Convention between the programme partners and the Landestreuhandstelle (PA)

concerning the financial implementation of the programme

- - - 

- Convention between the Land Niedersachsen (MA) and the EDR (JTS) concerning

the missions of the JTS and the delegations of the MA’s missions and responsibilities

to the JTS

- Contract between the MA and the private organisation KPMG for the certification of

expenditures

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Anholt Treaty (1991)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

10 - Alpenrhein-Bodensee-Hochrhein

Germany, Austria, Switzerland, Liechtenstein
www.interreg.org

Identity

Regierungspräsidium Tübingen (DE)

Legal status

Local public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Amt des Vorarlberger Landesregierung

(AT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

- Traditional functions

- Operational missions delegated to the

‘ERP Fonds’ (private body recruited by

call for bids)

Paying Authority

Identity

Regierungspräsidium Tübingen (DE), with

the network of contacts working with the

partner authorities 

Legal status

Local public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Network of contacts working with the five

regional partner authorities of the pro-

gramme – Local governments of

Tübingen and Schwaben (DE), regional

government of Vorarlberg (AT),

Chancellery of eastern Switzerland (CH)

and principality of Liechtenstein (LI)

Legal status

Local, regional or national public 

authorities

Function carried out

Support to the JTS (guidance, reception

of applications, assistance in project

development, pre-assessment)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- Agreement between the partners concerning the administrative and financial 

procedures

- Agreement between the partners in order to designate the independent authority for

the programme’s certification 

- - - 

Agreement between the Land of Baden-Württemberg (MA), the Land Vorarlberg (PA)

and the ERP Fonds concerning the participation of the ERP to the PA’s responsibilities

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - - 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

11 - Saxony – Lower Silesia

Germany, Poland
www.interreg3a.info

Identity

Chancellery of the Land of Saxony (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry for the Economy and Labour of

the Land of Saxony – Service of the

budget (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the sub-PA (PL)

Paying Authority

Identity

Sächsische Aufbaubank – Förderbank

(DE)

Legal status

Private bank

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One National Authority and sub-PA on

the Polish side – Ministry of Economy (PL)

Five regional support offices - Sächsische

Aufbaubank, Regierungspräsidium

Dresden and government of Lower Silesia

(DE), Voidvoships of Lower Silesia and

Phare-CBC implementation unit (PL)

Legal status

National public authority

Regional public authorities and private

bank

Function carried out

Collaboration in the exercise of the MA

and PA duties

- Participation in the MA’s missions (assis-

tance in project development, assessment

of projects, drafting of the reports…)

- Participation in the PA’s missions (first

level controls, payment orders…)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices



Framework agreements of 

cooperation

Identity

Euroregion Neisse

Legal status

Public legal entity (Polish law)

Function carried out

- Management of the Micro Projects

Fund: assistance in the project develop-

ment process and monitoring, assess-

ment of projects, preparation of deci-

sions, first level control…

- Voting right within the programme’s

committees

- Programme guidance and reception of

the applications

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Annex 5 Study on organisational aspects of cross-border INTERREG programmes
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Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Cooperation agreement between the German MA and the Polish National Authority

defining the responsibilities within the programme

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - - 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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INTERREG IIIA

12 - Saxony – Czech Republic

Germany, Czech Republic 
www.interreg3a.info

Identity

Chancellery of the Land of Saxony (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Employment of

the Land of Saxony (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the sub-PA (CZ)

Paying Authority

Identity

Sächsische Aufbaubank – Förderbank

(DE)

Legal status

Private bank

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One National Authority on the Czech side

– Ministry of Regional Development (CZ)

One sub-PA on the Czech side – Ministry

of Finances (CZ)

Six regional support offices: Sächsische

Aufbaubank, Regierungspräsidium

Dresden and Chemnitz and Land of

Saxony (DE), partner Regional Council

and Centre for regional development (CZ)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

Regional public authorities and private

bank

Function carried out

Collaboration in the exercise of the mis-

sions of the MA 

Collaboration in the exercise of the mis-

sions of the PA 

- Participation in some of the MA’s mis-

sions (assistance in the project develop-

ment process, assessment, drafting of

reports…)

- Participation in some of the PA’s missions

(first level controls, payment orders…)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices
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Identity

Four Euroregions on the programme 

territory: Euregio Neisse, Euregio 

Elbe-Labe, Euregio Erzgebirge, Euregio

Egrensis

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- Management of the Micro Projects

Fund: assistance in the project develop-

ment process and monitoring, assess-

ment of projects, preparation of deci-

sions, first level control…

- Voting right within the programme’s

committees

- Programme guidance and reception of

the applications

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Cooperation agreement between the German MA and the Czech National Authority

defining the responsibilities within the programme

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - - 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Overview of the management structures of the programme Saxony – Czech Republic 

Financial 
control

National Authority
Land of Saxony

Sub-Paying 
Authority

Land of Saxony

Monitoring Committee

Steering Committee

INTERREG 
common Managing

Authority

INTERREG 
common Paying

Authority

Joint Technical
Secretariat

National Authority
Czech Republic

Sub-Paying 
Authority

Czech Republic

Financial 
control
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Identity

Ministry of Economy of the Land of

Nordrhein-Westfalen (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

- Delegation of the programme imple-

mentation to the three Euroregions, at

each of the three sub-programmes level 

Managing Authority

Identity

Investitionsbank of the Land 

Nordrhein-Westfalen (DE)

Legal status

Private bank

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Euregio Rhine-Waal (DE)

Legal status

Public cross-border cooperation structure

(Zweckverband)

Function carried out

- JTS at the programme level and 

coordination

- The management and the monitoring of

the projects is delegated to the three

Euroregions, at each of the three 

sub-programmes level 

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Three Euroregions, which are programme

partners: Euregio Rhine-Waal, EUREGIO,

euregio rhine-meuse-north

Legal status

Euregio Rhine-Waal and euregio rhine-

meuse-north : public legal personalities

(Zweckverband)

EUREGIO: association under German law

(e.V.)

Function carried out

- Dealing with the effective implementation

and operational management of the

programme (quasi MA/JTS) at each of

the 3 sub-programmes level: guidance,

assistance in project development,

assessment of projects, decision within

the sub-Steering Committees, 

monitoring, first level control…

- Voting right within the programme’s

committees

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

INTERREG IIIA

13 - EUREGIO – Euregio Rhine-Waal 
– euregio rhine-meuse-north

Germany, Netherlands
www.interreg.euregio.de www.euregio-rmn.de
www.euregio.org

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures
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Identity

Consultant agencies

Legal status

Bodies governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the first and second level

controls and final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- Convention between the  programme partners concerning its implementation 

- Convention between the programme partners and the PA concerning the financial

management of the programme

- One convention between the MA and each of the three Euroregions concerning the

technical and administrative aspects of the management of each of the three sub-

programmes

- - - 

Cooperation agreement between the Euregio Rhine-Waal and euregio rhine-meuse-

north concerning the harmonization of the procedures 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Anholt Treaty (1991)

Mainz Treaty (1996)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Programme EUREGIO – Euregio Rhine Waal – euregio rhine-meuse-north 
(Operational Programme, p.100)

Project owner
INTERREG Application form 

Management office of the Euregio:
• Support to the projects development
• Coordination for the search for partners
• Coordination for the claims for co-financing

Assessment of projects/control by the Managers

Public institutions (B)/ Regional governments (D)/ Provinces (NL)
• INTERREG criteria
• EU criteria 
• National criteria
• Co-financing confirmation 

Euregio’s bodies:
Regional consensus in respect to the 
following elements:

• INTERREG criteria
• EU criteria
• National criteria

Steering Committee
• Approval of the INTERREG projects (INTERREG/ERDF part)

yes

Bank responsibility
• Commitment of the financial means and financial management of the programme

Grants:
• INTERREG (EU)
• National cofinancing (DE/NL)

Project owner – Final beneficiary
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Identity

Ministry of Finances of the Land of

Brandenburg (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Polish National Authority (PL)

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Finances of the Land of

Brandenburg (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

- Delegation of a part of the missions to

the Investitionsbank Brandenburg 

(private bank)

- Traditional functions, in collaboration

with the sub-PA (PL)

Paying Authority

Identity

Chancellery of the Land of Brandenburg

(DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One National Authority on the Polish side

– Ministry for Regional Development (PL)

One sub-PA on the Polish side – Ministry

of Finances (PL)

Two Intermediate Bodies in charge of the

coordination of the implementation on

their territory: Investitionsbank

Brandenburg (DE), Voidvoship Lubuskie

(PL)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

Private bank and regional public authority

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA but delegation

to the Investitionsbank Brandenburg

Collaboration with the PA (sub-PA) but

delegation to the Investitionsbank

Brandenburg

- Support offices for the project owners

(guidance, assistance in the project

development process and monitoring,

pre-assessment)

- Financial management (first level control,

recovery of the sums unduly paid …),

by delegation from the PA (DE) and the

National Authority (PL)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

INTERREG IIIA

14 - Brandenburg – Lubuskie

Germany, Poland
www.interreg.brandenburg.de
www.lubuskie.pl/pl/main/fundusze_europejskie.php?show=11
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Identity

Three Euroregions on the programme 

territory: Euroregions Spree-Neisse-

Bober, Pro Europa Viadrina and

Pomerania

Legal status

Grouping of associations of public and

private local and regional authorities

Function carried out

- Guidance of the programme, reception

of the applications and assistance in the

project development process, pre-

assessment

- Management of a Micro Projects Fund:

assistance in the project development

process and monitoring, assessment of

projects, preparation of the decisions,

first level control…

- Voting right within the programme’s 

committees

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

Various agreements between the Polish National Authorities (Ministry of Economy –

National Authority – and Ministry of Finances – sub-PA) and the Voidvoship of Lubuskie

concerning the sharing of the tasks and the transfer of competences

- Administrative agreement between the PA and the sub-PA concerning the pro-

gramme’s implementation

- Working agreement between the MA/PA ( Land of Brandenburg) and the

Brandenburg’s IB concerning the delegation of some missions

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - - 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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Identity

Autonomous Province of Bolzano –

Service of Community Affairs (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the local management units

Managing Authority

Identity

Autonomous Province of Bolzano –

Service of Budget and Finances (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the local payment units

Paying Authority

Identity

Autonomous Province of Bolzano –

Service of Community Affairs (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Six local management and payment units,

working closely with the six regional 

partner authorities of the programme –

Regions Tyrol, Salzburg, Kärnten (AT) and

Provinces of Bolzano, Veneto and 

Friaul-Julisch (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

- Participation in the MA/JTS missions

(reception of the applications, assistance

to project structuring, assessment of the

projects, preparation of the conventions,

monitoring, first level control…)

- Participation in the missions of the PA 

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

INTERREG IIIA

15 - Italy – Austria

Austria, Italy
www.interreg.net

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- Convention between the 6 regions and the MA/PA, in order to delegate the MA, PA

and JTS missions to the Bolzano Province

- Convention of cross-border cooperation which designates the MA, PA and JTS and

the Steering Committee, the missions and responsibilities of each partner 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - - 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Italy – Austria Programme

Local MA
Regional Authority

Friaul-Julisch Venetien

Local MA
Veneto Region

Local MA
Autonomous Province 

of Bolzano

Local MA
Tyrol

Local MA
Kärnten

Local MA
Salzburg

Monitoring Committee

MA and PA
Autonomous Province 

of Bolzano

Management
Unit

Central MA

Financial 
Unit

Central PA
ERDF credits

Monitoring Committee

Payment Unit (PA)
Aut. Region Friaul-Julisch

Venetien

Payment Unit (PA)
Veneto Region

Payment Unit (PA)
Autonomous Province 

of Bolzano

Payment Unit (PA)
Kärnten

Payment Unit (PA)
Tyrol

Payment Unit (PA)
Salzburg
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Identity

Piemonte Region – Regional Service of

Economy (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Piedmont Region – Regional Service of

Economy (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Joint Technical Secretariat (FR)

Legal status

Ad hoc structure without own legal 

personality, directly dependent on the MA

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One collegial body – Executive office of

the MA gathering representatives of the

partner authorities

Legal status

Grouping of regional public authorities

Function carried out

Takes the decisions that the MA 

implements, for a better integration of the

local structures in the programme 

management

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

INTERREG IIIA

16 - Italy – France (ALCOTRA)

France, Italy
www.interreg-alcotra.org

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

One consultant agency

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the second level control

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Cross-border cooperation agreement between France and Italy in the framework of the

INTERREG 2000-2006 programme, notably delegating the programme’s implementation

to the regional actors

Conventions between the PA and the two French partner regions concerning the finan-

cial implementation of the programme

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Rome Agreement (1993)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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Identity

Autonomous region of Sardinia –

Programming centre (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Collegial grouping (composed of two 

representatives from each partner region)

which coordinates the work of the three

auxiliary MAs

Managing Authority

Identity

Autonomous region of Sardinia –

Programming centre (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Collegial grouping (composed of two 

representatives from each partner region)

which coordinates the work of the three

auxiliary PAs 

Paying Authority

Identity

Autonomous region of Sardinia –

Programming centre (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

- Secretariat of the committees

- JTS missions are taken in charge by the

MAs (central and auxiliary) and the 

private structure recruited in order to

assist the central MA

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Three auxiliary MAs and three auxiliary

PAs – Provinces of Sassari and Livorno

(IT), Local authority of Corsica (FR)

Private structure recruited in order to

assist the central MA

Legal status

Regional public authorities

Private

Function carried out

Responsible for the implementation of the

programme at the local level (MA, JTS

and PA missions): guidance, assessment,

monitoring, first level control, certification

of expenditure, etc.

Support to the MA in the realisation of its

missions 

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

INTERREG IIIA

17 - Italy – France (Islands)

France, Italy
www.interreg-it-fr.net

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures
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Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Cross-border cooperation agreement between France and Italy in the framework of

INTERREG 2000-2006, delegating notably the implementation of the programme to

the regional actors

- Agreement between the partners concerning the implementation of a common 

software for the monitoring of the projects

- - -  

- Conventions between the three partner regions concerning the sharing of 

responsibilities between the central PA and the auxiliary PAs

- Convention between the three partner regions concerning the sharing of 

responsibilities between the central MA and the auxiliary MAs 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Rome Agreement (1993)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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Identity

Friuli Venezia Guilia autonomous region (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the National Authority (SI)

Managing Authority

Identity

Friuli Venezia Guilia autonomous region (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Ad-hoc structure re-uniting private 

consultants, based in Trieste (IT), with

relays working closely with the partner

regions

Legal status

Legal entity governed by private law

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One National Authority on the Slovenian

side – National Agency for Regional

Development (NARD) (SI)

Three Intermediate Bodies – Friuli Venezia

and Vento regions (IT) and NARD (SI)

Legal status

National public authority

National and regional public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA

Participation in the management of the

programme and the monitoring of the

projects (guidance, assessment, monitor-

ing, first level control, contribution to the

reports…)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

INTERREG IIIA

18 - Italy – Slovenia

Italy, Slovenia
www.interreg-it-si.org

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

Administrative and technical agreement signed between the partners  concerning the

implementation of the programme

- - -  

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - -  

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Financial circuit (payment process) of the Italy – Slovenia programme 

European Commission
DG Regio

Ministry of Economy and
Finance

Veneto 
region Autonomous region Friuli Venezia Giulia MF Slovenia National 

Agency for
Regional

Development 
of the Republic

of Slovenia 
(NARD)

Flux
Flux

Managing
Authorityde

ERDF
Monitoring

ERDF Paying
Authority

Intermediate
Bodies Intermediate Bodies NARD 

Regional Office
(Stànjel)

Intermediate
Bodies Intermediate Bodies

Final beneficiaries – Italy (projects) Final beneficiaries – Slovenia (projects)
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Identity

Special EU Programmes Body – SEUPB

Legal status

Ad hoc structure (‘Implementation body’)

regulated by the law of the two partner

States

Function carried out

Traditional functions (by delegation of the

National Authorities)

Managing Authority

Identity

Special EU Programmes Body – SEUPB

Legal status

Ad hoc structure (‘Implementation body’)

regulated by the law of the two partner

States

Function carried out

Traditional functions (by delegation of the

National Authorities)

Paying Authority

Identity

Special EU Programmes Body – SEUPB

Legal status

Ad hoc structure (‘Implementation body’)

regulated by the law of the two partner

States

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Cooperation Ireland

Different agents in charge of the imple-

mentation of the projects (Implementing

Agents) situated beside the partner

authorities and the other cooperation

bodies 

Legal status

Cross-border NGO

Function carried out

In charge of the management of a 

specific measure of the programme

Support to project owners

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

INTERREG IIIA

19 - Ireland – Northern Ireland

United Kingdom, Ireland
www.seupb.org/prog.htm

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Inter-State convention signed in the framework of the process carried out  after the

signing of the Belfast Agreements of April 1998, providing for the creation of several

cross-border cooperation structures under the aegis of the North-South Council of

Ministers, among which, the SEUPB 

- - - 

- - -  

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - -  

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory



Identity

One national correspondent on the Irish

side – Southern and Eastern Regional

Assembly (IE)

Three support centres (Development

Officers) – One in Ireland, two in Wales

Legal status

Regional public authority

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

Operational management of the 

programme concerning the projects

Support to the JTS (guidance, reception

of the applications,  assistance in the pro-

ject development process, monitoring)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 
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Identity

National Assembly for Wales – Welsh

European Funding Office - WEFO (UK) 

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the national correspondent in Ireland (IE)

Managing Authority

Identity

National Assembly for Wales – Welsh

European Funding Office - WEFO (UK) 

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

National Assembly for Wales – Welsh

European Funding Office - WEFO (UK),

with a relay in Ireland

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

INTERREG IIIA

20 - Ireland – Wales

Ireland, United Kingdom
www.interreg.ie
www.wefo.wales.gov.uk

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

An Agreement between Wales and the central government of Ireland concerning the

designation and the responsibilities of WEFO

- - - 

- - -  

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - -  

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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Identity

Several PAMINA working groups 

One Info point - INFOBEST PAMINA

Legal status

Programme partners groupings

Attached to the LGCT 

Function carried out

Assessment, technical discussion on the

projects

Participation in the functions of the JTS,

guidance and assistance to the filling in of

application forms 

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

LGCT REGIO PAMINA (FR)

Legal status

Cross-border cooperation structure 

governed by public law (LGCT or LGCC)

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

LGCT REGIO PAMINA (FR)

Legal status

Cross-border cooperation structure 

governed by public law (LGCT or LGCC)

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

LGCT REGIO PAMINA (FR)

Legal status

Cross-border cooperation structure 

governed by public law (LGCT or LGCC)

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

INTERREG IIIA

21 - PAMINA

France, Germany
www.regio-pamina.org

Identity

Upper Rhine Inter-governmental Conference 

Legal status

No legal personality 

Function carried out

Guidance

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - -  

- Convention between the partners of the programme concerning the  programme’s

implementation 

- Convention between the partners of the LGCT concerning the  programme’s 

management 

- - -

Convention on the transfer of competences between the General Council of Bas-Rhin

(FR), previous MA and PA, and the LGCT concerning the MA’s and the PA’s functions

of the programme 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Karlsruhe Agreement (1996)

Texts and agreements creating the LGCT REGIO PAMINA (2003)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Cross-border cooperation local grouping PAMINA REGIO

Mr WOLFF
President

INTERREG IIIA 
PAMINA Delegation

PAYING AUTHORITY
Mr FETCH

INFOBEST
N.N. 

Delegation

Mr HARSTER
Director INTERREG IIIA PAMINA 

MANAGING AUTHORITY 
Delegation

Mr RICHERT
Vice-President

INTERREG 
IIIA-PAMINA

PAYING AUTHORITY
Monitoring and 

preparation of the 
payment requests  

Mrs SCHULTZ (20%)

« Plate-forme douanière
» in Scheibenhard

The term INFOBEST refers to the mission of information and advice (called INFOBEST in the Upper Rhine Centre-South programme).

INFOBEST 

Mr SAALBACH
Mrs LAVOCAT

Assistant

« Ancienne douane »
Lauterbourg

Elaboration of 
common projects,
Coordination and 
promotion of the 

cross-border 
cooperation

Mrs CLEV
Mr SCHWARTZ

Mrs GOLDOWSKY
Mrs SCHULTZ,

accounting assistant
(80%)

« Plate-forme 
douanière » in
Scheibenhard

INTERREG IIIA PAMINA
TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE

Joint Technical
Secretariat

Mr SCHIBER
Mr KOEHLER

Mrs ALLGEYER
Assistant

« Ancienne douane »
Lauterbourg

Budget assessment

Mrs KOEHLER
Mr DEGIRON

« Plate-forme 
douanière » in
Scheibenhard
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Identity

Several working groups

Three Information and Support centres:

INFOBEST Kehl, Vogelgrün and Palmrain

National correspondents of the MA –

Regierungspräsidium Freiburg (DE) and

Regio Basiliensis (CH)

Legal status

Programme partners groupings 

- - - 

Local public authorities

Function carried out

Assessment, technical discussion on the

projects

Participation in the functions of the JTS,

guidance, assistance to the filling in of

applications

Responsible for the effective implementa-

tion of the programme in their area, how-

ever the MA carries out all the missions

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Alsace Regional Council (FR)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (FR)

Legal status

Public owned bank assuring a 

commercial mission

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Alsace Regional Council (FR)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

INTERREG IIIA

22 - Upper Rhine Centre-South

France, Germany, Switzerland
www.interreg-dfch.org

Identity

Upper Rhine Inter-governmental Conference 

Legal status

No legal personality 

Function carried out

Guidance

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

Commission interministérielle de 

coordination des contrôles (FR)

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

Final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Framework agreement between the French State and the Bade-Württemberg Land

signed under the INTERREG II programme

- - -

National directive concerning French State’s transfer of competences to the Alsace

Regional Council for the implementation of the programme

Agreement between the MA and the PA concerning the definition of the roles and

responsibilities of each of the authorities

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Karlsruhe Agreement (1996)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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Identity

One National Authority on the Czech side

– Ministry for Regional Development (CZ)

One sub-PA on the Czech side – Ministry

of Finances (CZ)

Six Intermediate Bodies: regional 

governments of Oberfranken, Oberpfalz

and Niederbayern (DE), districts of South

Bohemia, Karlsbad and Pilsen (CZ)

On the German side of the programme,

participation of the different ministries of

the Land, working closely with the

‘Bezirk’ governments

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

Regional public authorities

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA (auxiliary MA)

Collaboration with the PA (sub-PA)

Support to the MA and JTS (reception of

the applications, assistance in the project

development process, monitoring of the

projects, first level control on the German

side…)

Management and operational monitoring

of the projects, in accordance with the

field of competence concerned, under

the coordination of the Ministry of

Economy of the Land (MA)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Bavarian Ministry of Economy,

Infrastructure, Transport and Technology

(DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Czech National Authority (CZ)

Managing Authority

Identity

Bavarian Ministry of Economy,

Infrastructure, Transport and Technology

(DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Czech sub-PA (CZ)

Paying Authority

Identity

Government of Oberfranken (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

INTERREG IIIA

23 - Bavaria – Czech Republic

Germany, Czech Republic
http://www.stmwivt.bayern.de/efre
http://www.strukturalni-fondy.cz
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Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Identity

Two Euroregions on the programme 

territory: Euregio Bayerischer Wald

Böhmer Wald/Unterer Inn, 

Euregio Egrensis

Legal status

Trilateral public associations of 

municipalities (DE, AT and CZ)

Function carried out

- Management of the Micro Projects

Fund: assistance in the monitoring and

project development process, assess-

ment of projects, preparation of the

decisions, first level control…

- Voting right within the programme’s

committees

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

Convention between the Bavarian Ministry of Economy (MA) and the  Czech Ministry

for Regional Development (National Authority) concerning the sharing of the tasks and

the responsibilities in the programme

- - - 

Convention between the German central PA and the Czech sub-PA

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory
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Identity Legal status Function carried out

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Fyns Amt county – Department of

General Affairs (DK)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Fyns Amt county – Department of

General Affairs (DK)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Association ‘Technologie-Region

K.E.R.N.’ (DE), with a relay in the Fyns

Amt county (DK)

Legal status

Association governed by private law

(German law)

Function carried out

Traditional functions, the Danish office is

the negotiating partner of the EU

Commission

Joint Technical Secretariat

INTERREG IIIA

24 - Fyn – K.E.R.N.

Germany, Denmark
www.interreg.kern.de

No intermediate body pointed out for this programme that has a deep local anchorage and whose implementation is very 

decentralised and close to one of the two other INTERREG programmes on the same border

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

Convention between the programme partners concerning its implementation and the

designation of the administrative bodies of the programme

Agreement signed between the Danish State and the Fyns Amt county concerning the

delegation of powers to the county

- Agreement signed between the Fyns Amt county and the K.E.R.N. office concerning

the allocation of the financial responsibilities for the programme 

- Agreements signed between the MA and the PA, and between the MA and the JTS

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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Identity

One National Authority on the German

side - Land Schleswig Holstein (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA (effective 

missions implemented by the Schleswig

e.V. region)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Sonderjyllands Amt county (DK)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the National Authority (DE)

Managing Authority

Identity

Sonderjyllands Amt county (DK)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Sonderjyllands Amt county (DK), with a

relay in the ‘Schleswig e.V.’ region (asso-

ciation governed by private law) (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, the Danish office is

the negotiating partner of the

Commission

Joint Technical Secretariat

INTERREG IIIA

25 - Sonderjylland – Schleswig

Denmark, Germany
www.sja.dk
www.wireg.de

Identity

Sonderjylland Region – Schleswig (politi-

cal forum gathering local authorities and

social partners)

Legal status

No legal status identified

Function carried out

Guidance and emergence of projects

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

Consultancies

Legal status

Bodies governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the first and second level

controls and final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

No intermediate body pointed out for this programme that has a deep local anchorage and whose implementation is very 

decentralised and close to one of the two other INTERREG programmes on the same border
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Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

Convention between the programme partners concerning its implementation and the

designation of the administrative bodies of the programme

Agreement signed between the Danish State and the Sonderjylland county concerning

the delegation of powers to the county

Agreement signed between the Sonderjylland county and the Schleswig e.V. region

concerning the financial responsibility of the programme 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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Identity

One National Authority on the German

side – Kreis Ostholstein (DE)

Two development agencies – in the

Kreise of Ostholstein and Lübeck (DE)

Legal status

Local public authority

Private agencies

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA (allocation of

responsibilities)

Support to the JTS and implementation

of a great part of the MA’s missions, in

collaboration with the central JTS (guid-

ance, assistance to project management,

assessment)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Storstroms Amt (DK)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Storstroms Amt (DK)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Storstroms Amt (DK), and two relays in

the German partner ‘Kreise’ (counties)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

INTERREG IIIA

26 - Storstrom – Ostholtstein-Lubeck

Germany, Denmark
www.fehmarnbeltregion.net

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

External auditors

Legal status

Bodies governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the first and second level

controls and final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

Convention between the partners of the programme concerning its implementation

and the designation of the administrative bodies of the programme 

Agreement signed between the Danish State and the county of Storstrom concerning

the delegation of the powers to the county 

Agreement signed between the Storstrom county and the German partners 

concerning the financial responsibility of the programme

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

27 - Germany – Luxembourg – German
speaking Community of Belgium

Germany, Belgium, Luxembourg
www.interreg3a-delux.org

Identity

Support units (Unterstützende

Fachbehörde, UFB): Rheinland-Pfalz,

Saarland, Luxembourg, German speaking

Community of Belgium, Walloon Region

INTERREG Info Point

Legal status

Groupings of experts within the adminis-

tration of each partner region 

Non-profit association

Function carried out

Responsible for carrying out the missions

of the JTS and some missions of the MA

(guidance, assistance in project structuring,

assessment, steering of the programme,

first level control …) 

Guidance

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Land of Rheinland-Pfalz – Ministry of

Economy, Transport and Agriculture,

Cross-border cooperation Direction (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Investitionsbank Rheinland-Pfalz /

Landesbank Rheinland-Pfalz (DE)

Legal status

Private bank

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Land Rheinland-Pfalz –  Ministry of

Economy, Transport and Agriculture,

Cross border cooperation Direction (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

- Traditional functions, whose operational

implementation is assured by the sup-

port units 

- Not a permanent JTS; this is represented

by the regular meetings with the 

partners under the coordination of the

Ministry of the Land 

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures
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Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Benelux Convention (1986)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Joint declaration between the German speaking Community of Belgium  and the Land

Rheinland-Pfalz concerning the implementation of the programme 

Cooperation agreement between the programme partners concerning its implementation

and the annexes concerning mainly the PA delegation mission to the Rheinland-Pfalz

IB and the role of the Intermediate Bodies of the programme 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

28 - Saarland – Mosel (Lorraine) – Western
Palatinate

Germany, France
http://www.wirtschaft.saarland.de

Identity

For each project, one contact person

from one country and one contact service

from the other, both designated within

each partner authority of the programme

Legal status

Regional or local public authorities

Function carried out

Assistance to the structuring and moni-

toring of the projects, pre-assessment,

participation in first level control

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Public Interest Grouping (PIG) (FR)

Legal status

Cross-border cooperation structure 

governed by public law

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Public Interest Grouping (PIG) (FR)

Legal status

Cross-border cooperation structure 

governed by public law

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Public Interest Grouping (PIG) (FR)

Legal status

Cross-border cooperation structure 

governed by public law

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Karlsruhe Agreement (1996)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

Agreements creating the cross-border Public Interest Grouping  

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

29 - Spain – Portugal

Spain, Portugal
http://www.dgfc.sgpg.meh.es/index.jsp

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (ES)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

- Coordination and global management of

the programme (technical, administra-

tive and financial)

- Delegation of the operational implemen-

tation to the six JTS and management

units (called management sub-commit-

tees) in charge of the management of

the six sub-programmes (one national

sub-programme and five regional 

sub-programmes)

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Finances (PT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (ES)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

- Traditional functions of the JTS of the

‘national sub-programme’ 

- Coordination of the five regional JTS’s

work which are delegated to five 

regional sub-programmes 

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Five management units (management

sub-committees) and five regional JTS,

working with each of the regional partner

administration, covering the five sub-pro-

grammes, with an office on each side of

the border

Legal status

Regional or local public authorities

Function carried out

Guidance, assessment, selection and

monitoring of the projects

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 



Framework agreements of 

cooperation

Identity

Five Working Communities on the pro-

gramme territory: Galicia - Norte de

Portugal, Castilla y Leon – Norte, Castilla

y Leon – Centro, Extremadura – Centro –

Alentejo, Andalucia – Alentejo – Algarve

Legal status

Cross-border cooperation structures with

no legal personality, at regional level

Function carried out

Guidance, participation in the committees

of the programme

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures
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Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Valence Treaty (2003)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

30 - Spain – Morocco

Spain, Morocco

Identity

Three Intermediate Bodies, sub-JTS:

Junta de Andalucia, autonomous cities of

Melilla and Ceuta

Other intermediate structures intervening

on an ad hoc basis  in the programme:

Diputacion provincial of Cadiz and

Malaga,  Sociedad of Fomento y

Desarrollo of Ceuta, Sociedad Municipal

Proyecto Melilla etc.

Legal status

Regional public authority

Regional public authorities and private

agencies 

Function carried out

Assessment and monitoring of the 

projects concerning their respective areas

Participation in the assessment and the

monitoring of the projects

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (ES)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Intermediate Bodies

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (ES)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Intermediate Bodies

Paying Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (ES),

with the Intermediate Bodies at regional

level

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Coordination and delegation of functions

to Intermediate Bodies

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - -

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

31 - Italy – Switzerland

Italy, Switzerland
www.interreg-italiasvizzera.it
www.interreg.ch

Identity

One National Authority in Switzerland -

Ticino county (CH)

Seven regional JTSs, one in each partner

region: Lombardy, Piedmont, Aoste Valley

and Bolzano (IT), Cantons of Valais,

Ticino and Grigioni (CH) 

One collegial management body

Legal status

Regional public authority

Regional public authorities

Grouping of partners with the MA

Function carried out

Regional coordination of the programme

on the Swiss side (MA) and management

of the Swiss credits (sub-PA)

- In charge of the implementation of the

programme on the territory concerned

(calls for proposals, assistance to pro-

ject leaders, assessment in accordance

to the selection criteria)

- JTS functions for the territory concerned

Efficient partnership instrument, through

which all partners participate to the deci-

sion making, under the MA’s authority

which consults this body before taking a

decision

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Lombardy Region – General Direction of

Industry, SMEs, Tourism, Cooperation (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Swiss National Authority

Managing Authority

Identity

Lombardy Region – General Direction of

Industry, SMI, Tourism, Cooperation (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Swiss sub-PA 

Paying Authority

Identity

Lombardy Region – General Direction of

Industry, SMEs, Tourism, Cooperation (IT)

with a local JTS in each partner region 

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

- Traditional functions

- Coordination of the local JTS work

Joint Technical Secretariat
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Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Existence of a certain number of cooperation conventions between regional and local

authorities on this territory, characterised by an ancient and structured cooperation 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Cooperation agreement between Switzerland and Italy in the framework of the 

INTERREG 2000-2006 programme 

- - -

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

32 - Oresund Region

Denmark, Sweden
www.interreg-oresund.dk

Identity

A number of cross-border cooperation

structures present on the area covered by

the programme (Oresund direct, Oresund

University, Oresund economic network…)

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

Guidance and promotion on the 

programme

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

HUR: Greater Copenhagen Authority (DK)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Delegation of an important part of its 

missions to the JTS

Managing Authority

Identity

NUTEK: Swedish Business Development

Agency (SE)

Legal status

Private agency

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Øresund Committee (DK)

Legal status

Private cross-border cooperation 

structure 

Function carried out

- Traditional functions

- Responsible for carrying out an 

important part of the MA’s missions 

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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A number of cooperation agreements amongst the local regional authorities

(Copenhagen and Malmö in 2000, Helsingör and Helsingborg in 1995, etc.)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Agreement between the Kingdom of Denmark and that of Sweden concerning the

implementation of the INTERREG programme 

Agreement between the MA and all the partners concerning the implementation of the

programme

- Agreement between the HUR (MA) and the NUTEK (PA) concerning the financial

management of the programme

- Agreement of delegation of missions between the HUR (MA) and the Øresund

Committee (JTS)

- Agreement between the NUTEK (PA) and the Oresund committee (JTS) concerning

the management of the payment requests and their control 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Oresund Region Programme

Managing Authority (HUR)

Monitoring Committee

Steering Committee

INTERREG Working group

Joint Technical Secretariat
(Öresund Committee)

Paying Authority (NUTEK)
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INTERREG IIIA

33 - Greece – Albania

Albania, Greece
www.interreg.gr

Identity

One National Authority on the Albanian

side – Coordination unit of the pro-

gramme – Albanian Ministry for European

Integration (AL)

EU delegation in Albania (AL)

Legal status

National public authority

International organisation

Function carried out

Management and monitoring of the pro-

gramme in Albania, intermediary between

the JTS, the Albanian regional structures

and the project owners (guidance, 

pre-assessment, monitoring of the imple-

mentation of the projects)

Management and decision concerning

the CARDS credits

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

with relays in each partner region

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Various agreements of cooperation between Greece and Albania in the 1990s

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - -

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

34 - Greece – Former Yugoslav Republic 
of Macedonia

Former Yugoslav Republic of Macedonia, Greece
www.interreg.gr 

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

MA’s relays in each partner region 

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

Traditional functions

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - - 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - -

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

35 - Greece – Bulgaria

Bulgaria, Greece
www.interreg.gr 

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

JTS not yet active – Function carried out

by Technical Secretariats in the regions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Six Technical Secretariats – Two

Secretariats for the Greek regions and

four for the Bulgarian partner districts of

the programme

Legal status

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

Traditional functions of the JTS 

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Nestos-Mesta Euroregion

Legal status

- - -- - -

Function carried out

Technical assistance to the missions of

the JTS within its own scope of interven-

tion (pre-assessment and monitoring of

the projects)

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

Consultants’ agency

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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12 agreements were signed between the two countries in order to inaugurate the 

bilateral economic and political relations in 1964

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - -

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

36 - Greece – Cyprus

Cyprus, Greece
www.interreg.gr

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the National Authority (CY)

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

and a relay in each partner region

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One National Authority on the Cypriot

side: Planning Office of the Ministry of

Construction (CY)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA within the JTS

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - -

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

37 - Mecklenburg-Vorpommern/
Brandenburg – Western Pomerania

Germany, Poland
www.pomerania.net

Identity

Two National Authorities or sub-MAs:

Land Brandenburg (DE) and Ministry of

Economy and Labour (PL)

Two sub-Pas: Polish Ministry of Finance

(PL) and Land of Brandenburg (DE)

Three Intermediate Bodies

(Bewilligungsbehörde) acting on behalf of

the central ministerial levels (PL) or the

Länder (DE): Voidvoship of Western

Pomerania (PL), LSI - Landesförderinstitut

Mecklenburg (DE) and ILB -

Investitionsbank Brandenburg (DE)

Legal status

National public authority

National and regional public authorities

Regional public authority and private

banks

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA, responsible for

the implementation of the programme in

Poland

Responsible for carrying out the PA’s 

missions 

Operational management of the pro-

gramme at project level (guidance, assis-

tance to project structuring, assessment,

preparation of the conventions, monitor-

ing of the projects, first level controls…)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Ministry of Economy of the Land

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (DE) 

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the two sub-MAs/other National

Authorities (Land Brandenburg and Polish

Ministry of Economy and Labour)

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy of the Land

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the sub-PAs

Paying Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy of the Land

Mecklenburg-Vorpommern (DE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Intermediate Bodies and Euroregion

Pomerania

Joint Technical Secretariat
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Identity

Euroregion Pomerania

Legal status

Association

Function carried out

- Guidance, pre-assessment and some

JTS missions on the German side

- Opinion on the projects within a

Euroregional project committee

- Participation in the programme’s 

committees

- Management of the Micro Projects Fund 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Joint declaration on cross-border cooperation between the Land of Mecklenburg-

Vorpommern and the Voidvoship Pomerania (2000) and between the Land of

Brandenburg and the Voidvoship Pomerania (2001)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- Delegation Convention between the MA and the LSI Mecklenburg-Vorpommern

(Intermediate Body) for the implementation of a common monitoring system

- Delegation Convention between the Ministry of Economy of the Land of Brandenburg

(sub-MA) and the ILB Brandenburg (Intermediate Body) for the implementation of

some missions, in particular those of control 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

38 - Euregio Meuse-Rhine

Belgium, Germany, Netherlands 
www.interregemr.info

Identity

Euregio Meuse-Rhine Foundation (NL)

Legal status

Foundation governed by private Dutch

law

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Euregio Meuse-Rhine Foundation (NL)

Legal status

Foundation governed by private Dutch

law

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Euregio Meuse-Rhine Foundation (NL),

with the regional partners

Legal status

Foundation governed by private Dutch

law

Function carried out

Traditional functions, implemented in

cooperation with a network of regional

project managers

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Five regional project managers – One for

each of the five partner regions

Legal status

Regional public authorities 

Function carried out

- Assist the MA in supporting the project

owners

- Together with the project managers of

the MA, they compose the JTS

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

One consultants agency

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the first and second level

controls and final certification

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - - 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- Convention regarding the implementation of the INTERREG IIIA Programme, between

Belgium – Netherlands - Nordrhein-Westfalen - Rheinland-Pfalz

- Convention between the institutional partners and the EMR Foundation relative to the

financial implementation of the programme

Specific Convention between the Dutch State and the Euregio Meuse-Rhine (EMR)

Foundation, delegating the programme’s management to the EMR (2001)

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Programme Euregio Meuse-Rhine

PROJECT OWNER :
Elaboration of a draft 
of a submission form: 

1) PREPARATION PHASE

2) DECISION-MAKING PHASE 

3) IMPLEMENTATION PHASE

REGIONAL PROJECT
MANAGER: 

Assistance to project
structuring + partner

research; 
Establishes the contact

with the MA and the
potential co-financers

REGIONAL PROJECT
MANAGER:

Sends the submission
form to the other 

managers and to the
MA 

MA:
Technical assessment
of the request form:

administrative content
and eligibility

OFFICIAL 
SUBMISSION TO 

THE MA

When the submission
form is complete

FINAL BENEFICIARY:
Implementation of 

the project + financial
claims and activity
reports submitted 

to the MA

MA :
First level control 

(with support by a 
private controller) 

and payment order 
to PA

PA:
Transfer of ERDF 
share and other 

co-financing to the 
final beneficiary

STEERING 
COMMITTEE

Grant decision or
refusal

PARTNER
REGIONS 

Official decision and
grant decision of the

co-funding

DIRECTORY BOARD
Opinion on the 

project, in case of 
no consensus within

the commission
between the regional

decisions

COMPETENT 
EUREGIONAL 
COMMISSION 

Gives a no restricting
opinion on the project,

based on:
- INTERREG criteria 

- EU criteria 
- National criteria
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INTERREG IIIA

39 - Euregio Karelia

Finland, Russia
www.intermin.fi/intermin/home.nsf

Identity

Tacis Coordination unit in Russia 

EU representation Office in Russia

Legal status

National public authority

International organisation

Function carried out

Coordination of the implementation of the

programme on the Russian territory 

- Responsibility for the management of

the Tacis part of the Neighbourhood

Programme

- Reception of the decisions of the

Selection Committee on the projects

and realisation of the contracts for the

partners of each Tacis-cofunded project

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Regional Council of Oulu (FI)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Regional Council of Oulu (FI)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Regional Council of Oulu (FI), with relays

in the partner regions

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Euregio Karjala/Karelia

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- Gives an opinion on the projects 

- Participation in the definition of the 

priorities of the programme

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

One consultants’ agency

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the second level control 

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Framework agreement between Finland and Russia authorising cooperation between

local and regional authorities (1992)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

40 - South-East Finland – Russia

Finland, Russia
www.southeastfinrusnpi.fi

Identity

Tacis Coordination unit in Russia 

EU Representation Office in Russia

Legal status

National public authority

International organisation

Function carried out

Coordination of the implementation of the

programme on the Russian territory

- Responsibility for the management of

the Tacis part of the Neighbourhood

Programme

- Reception of the decisions of the

Selection Committee on the projects

and realisation of the contracts for the

partners of each Tacis-cofunded project

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Regional Council of South Karelia (FI)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Regional Council of South Karelia (FI)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Regional Council of South Karelia (FI),

with relays in the partner regions

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

One consultants’ agency

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the second level control 

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Framework agreement between Finland and Russia authorising cooperation between

local and regional authorities (1992)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

41 - France – Switzerland

France, Switzerland
www.interreg3afch.org

Identity

Two Swiss Regional Secretariats assuring

coordination of the Swiss participating

Cantons: Regional Secretariat Arc

Jurassien and Regional Secretariat Bassin

Lémanique (CH) 

A support network to the JTS, composed

of the partner authorities of the pro-

gramme (FR, CH)

Relay services working closely with the

regional and local partner authorities

(Prefectures, regions and ‘départements’

(FR), Cantons (CH))

Technical Assessment Committees (one

for each of the two sub-areas and a 

common one)

Legal status

Regional public authorities

Grouping of public regional authorities

(FR, CH)

Regional representation offices of national

public authorities

- - -

Function carried out

- Coordination of the implementation of

the programme on the Swiss side and

management of the Swiss federal funds

(equivalent of MA and PA missions)

- Close collaboration with the JTS in 

missions of guidance, assistance in 

project structuring and assessment 

- Supervision of the implementation of the

programme

- Support to the JTS: assistance to the

structuring of the applications 

- Guidance and assistance in the 

structuring of the projects

- Assessment and monitoring of the 

projects 

- Organisation of the control techniques

- Assessment and opinion giving before

presentation to the Selection Committee

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Franche-Comté Prefecture– SGAR (FR)

Legal status

State public authority in the region

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (FR)

Legal status

Public owned bank assuring a 

commercial mission 

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Franche-Comté Prefecture – SGAR (FR)

with relays in certain partner regions

Legal status

State public authority in the region

Function carried out

Traditional functions, shared with some

Intermediate Bodies

Joint Technical Secretariat
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Identity

Transjurassian Conference and Council of

Léman

Legal status

Advisory bodies without legal entity 

Function carried out

Guidance

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

Karlsruhe Agreement between France, Germany, Luxembourg and Switzerland, 

framing the cooperation between local and regional authorities (1996)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Convention between the Prefect of Franche-Comté (MA) and the French Caisse des

Dépôts et Consignations concerning delegation of the PA function and the relations

between MA and PA (2001)

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

42 - France – Spain

France, Spain
http://interreg3france-espagne.org 

Identity

Spanish Ministry of Finance (ES)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Regional Council of Aquitaine (FR)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Regional Council of Aquitaine (FR)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

three transnational technical units

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Three pre-programming transnational

committees, assisted by three technical

units on the border (West, Centre and

East) (two in Spain, one in France)

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

Guidance and support of the projects

(assistance to project structuring, techni-

cal opinion, pre-assessment, monitoring,

participation in first level control)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

One consultants agency

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the first and second level

controls

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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Bayonne Treaty (1995)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Programme France - Spain

Commission

Transfer of ERDF Funds
Monitoring Committee Steering Committee

PA

Transfer requests 

MA

Transmission of the payment
requests according to the SC 
decisions and presentation of 

the beneficiaries’ requests

Joint Technical Secretariat

Final beneficiaries

Presentation of payment requests 

Pre-programming 
transnational committees

Certifying services 
Financial monitoring
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INTERREG IIIA

43 - North

Finland, Sweden, Norway, Russia
www.interregnord.com

Identity

Each sub-programme is based on a 

secretariat: Regional Council of Lapland

(FI), Norrbottens county (SE) and Sami

Parliament (SE)

Tacis Coordination unit in Russia 

Legal status

Regional public authorities

National public authority

Function carried out

- Guidance, assistance to project 

structuring

- Pre-assessment, monitoring and control

of applications 

- Assistance to the Steering Committees

of each of the sub-programmes 

Coordination on the implementation of

the programme on the Russian territory

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Regional Council of Lapland (FI)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Regional Council of Lapland (FI)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Regional Council of Lapland (FI) + a

Secretariat for each of the three sub-

programmes (see below)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions shared with the 

secretariats of each sub-programme 

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

One consultants’ agency

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the second level control 

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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- - - 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Agreement between the Finnish and Swedish governments, delegating the responsibil-

ities of the MA and the PA to the region of Lapland, clarifying the responsibilities of the

two States in financial terms and authorising the Finnish MA particularly, to sign the

subsidy contracts or to bring proceedings against, if necessary, the project lead 

partners of other nationalities 

Complementary convention between the programme partners on regional level

(Swedish and Finnish) concerning the task-sharing between MA and PA and the pro-

gramme management 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

44 - Southern Finland – Estonia

Estonia, Finland
www.interreg-finest.net

Identity

One National Authority on the Estonian

side – Ministry of the Interior

One network of co-financing partners in

two countries

Legal status

National public authority

National and regional public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA, responsible for

the programme implementation in Estonia

Assistance to the structuring, assess-

ment, monitoring of the projects, partici-

pation in first level controls

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Regional Council of South-West Finland (FI)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Regional Council of South-West Finland (FI)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Regional Council of South-West Finland

(Fl), with an office in Tallinn (ES)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the network of  co-financing partners

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

Agreement between the Finnish and Estonian States concerning the programme

Convention between the regional partners of the programme concerning its 

implementation

- - -

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

PAYING 
AUTHORITY

Administrative structure of the Southern Finland – Estonia programme

MONITORING 
COMMITTEE

STEERING 
COMMITTEE

MANAGING 
AUTHORITY

NETWORK OF 
NATIONAL 

CO-FINANCING
AUTHORITIES

JOINT TECHNICAL 
SECRETARIAT

CONTROL
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INTERREG IIIA

45 - Flanders – Netherlands

Belgium, Netherlands
www.grensregiov-nl.org
www.euregioscheldemond.be/inter3.html
www.euregiobmg.com

Identity

Province of Antwerp (BE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Coordination at the programme’s level,

while the operational management is 

carried out at the level of the two sub-

programmes (by two Euroregions)

Managing Authority

Identity

Province of East-Flanders (BE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Province of Antwerp (BE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Coordination at the programme’s level,

while the operational management is 

carried out at the level of the two sub-

programmes (by two Euroregions)

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Two Euroregions, partners of the 

programme, implement the two sub-

programmes : Euregio Scheldemond and

Euregio Benelux Middengebied (BMG)

Legal status

- Euregio Scheldemond: structure with no

legal personality 

- Euregio BMG: Openbare Lichaam

(cross-border cooperation structure

governed by public law)

Function carried out

Responsible for the operational manage-

ment of the two sub-programmes (MA

and JTS missions): support to project

owners, guidance, assistance to the

structuring and monitoring of the projects,

first level controls, financial management,

support to the sub Steering Committees

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

One consultants’ agency 

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the first level control and

final certification 

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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Benelux Convention (1986)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - -

Convention for the implementation of the programme, signed by all the partners in

December 2002

Conventions delegating competences from the government of the Flemish Community

to the two provinces in charge of the programme,  Province of Antwerp (MA) and

East-Flanders (PA) 

A convention between the provinces that are members of the Euregio Benelux

Middengebied

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

46 - Wallonia – Lorraine – Luxembourg

Belgium, France, Luxembourg
www.interreg-wll.org

Identity

Ministry of the Walloon Region, Directorate

General for External Relations (BE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (FR)

Legal status

Public owned bank assuring a 

commercial mission

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Intercommunale IDELUX (BE)

Legal status

Inter-municipal public association of

cooperation governed by Belgian law 

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the national technical teams 

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Three national technical teams which

meet regularly within an international

technical team: association ‘Equipe tech-

nique INTERREG WLL’ (BE), Prefecture of

the Lorraine region (FR) and Ministry of

the Interior of Luxemburg (LU)

Three Lead Partner authorities – Walloon

Region (BE), Prefecture of the Lorraine

region (FR), Ministry of the Interior of

Luxembourg (LU)

Legal status

Public association governed by Belgian

law (BE), State public authority in the

region (FR), national public authority (BE)

Regional or national public authorities

Function carried out

- Assistance to the JTS

- Management and monitoring of the

projects (guidance, assistance in project

structuring, pre-assessment…)

- Coordination of the implementation of

the programme in each partner region 

- Pre-assessment 

- Responsible for the first and second

level controls

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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BENELUX Convention (1986)

Karlsruhe Agreement (1996)

Convention France-Belgium (Brussels Agreement) (2002)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

Partnership convention relevant to the implementation, management, monitoring and

control of expenditure, between the French State (Prefecture), the Lorraine region, the

Walloon Region, the German-speaking Community of Belgium and the Grand Duchy of

Luxembourg 

- - - 

- Convention between the MA and the PA concerning the role of the PA 

- Convention between the JTS and the different partner authorities of the programme 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

47 - Franco-British Programme

France, United Kingdom
www.interreg3.com

Identity

Region of Haute-Normandie (FR)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (FR)

Legal status

Public owned bank assuring a 

commercial mission

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Region of Haute-Normandie (FR), with a

network of regional correspondents

Legal status

Regional public authority 

Function carried out

Traditional functions, shared between the

central JTS and the regional correspon-

dents 

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One national correspondent in Great

Britain – Government Office for the

South-East (GOSE)

Seven regional correspondents of the JTS

in France and in Great Britain – four

offices in the sub-territories on the British

side, three offices in the sub-territories on

the French side

One network of national and regional cor-

respondents, composed of representa-

tives of all the correspondents (Facilitating

Network)

Legal status

Regional representation office of a

national public authority 

Regional public authorities

Grouping of national and regional public

authorities

Function carried out

- Monitoring of projects on the British side 

- Monitoring of the programme in collab-

oration with the MA (reports, controls,

payments…)

- Assistance to the JTS, managing and

monitoring of the projects (guidance,

assistance on project structuring, moni-

toring, participation in the assessment,

in the control of first level…)

- Preparation of the meetings of the

Steering Committee 

Assistance to the structuring and the gen-

eration of projects, intermediary function

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 
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Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

- - - 

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

Agreement between the Government Office of the South-East (GOSE) and the French

partners concerning the implementation of the programme

- - - 

Agreement between the MA, the PA, the JTS and the English national correspondent

(GOSE) in view of distributing the tasks amongst the managing structures of the 

programme 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

48 - Gibraltar – Morocco

Morocco, United Kingdom 
www.gibraltar.gov.gi

Identity

Government of Gibraltar (UK)

Service of Industry and Commerce 

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Government of Gibraltar (UK)

Treasury Service

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Government of Gibraltar (UK)

Service of Industry and Commerce 

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

49 - France-Wallonia-Flanders

Belgium, France
www.interreg-fwf.org

Identity

Walloon Region (BE)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

a network of technical teams and national

correspondents

Managing Authority

Identity

Caisse des Dépôts et Consignations (FR)

Legal status

Public owned bank assuring a 

commercial mission

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

‘Joint Technical Secretariat of the 

INTERREG III programme France-

Wallonia-Flanders’

Legal status

Association governed by private Belgian

law

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the technical teams

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Three national correspondents: Nord Pas

de Calais region, Walloon Region,

Province of West-Flanders

Seven technical teams working closely

with the regional partners 

Legal status

Regional public authorities

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the central MA

(reports, controls, payments…)

JTS missions – Support to project 

owners (guidance, assistance to the

structuring and assessment of the proj-

ects, first level control…)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

External consultants

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the realisation of the first

and second level controls

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 
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France-Belgium Convention (2002)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - -

- Convention between the partners of the programme concerning its implementation

- Internal conventions between the French and Belgian partners concerning the 

attribution and the delegation of missions to the national partner correspondents

- - -

Convention between the MA and the PA

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

JTS

Final 
beneficiaries 
of the cross-
border zone

General implementation chart of the programme France-Wallonia-Flanders

European Union Managing Authority

French and Belgian 
technical teams Monitoring Committee

French and Belgian 
partner authorities

Steering 
Committees:

- Tripartite
- French-
Walloon-

- French-Flemish

Paying Authority

DECISION BODIES OPERATIONAL 
MANAGEMENT 

TECHNICAL AND 
ADMINISTRATIVE 
MANAGEMENT

PROJECTS
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INTERREG IIIA

50 - Italy – Albania

Albania, Italy
http://interreg.rete.puglia.it

Identity

Regione Puglia (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Regione Puglia (IT), with an office in Albania

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Regione Puglia (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - -

Agreement between the partners of the programme distributing the functions of the

MA and the PA 

- - -

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

51 - Greece – Italy

Greece, Italy
www.interreg.gr
www.interreg3a.net/grecia

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme



INTERREG IIIA

52 - Greece – Turkey

Greece, Turkey
www.interreg.gr
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Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Finances (EL),

with decentralised offices in Greece and

Turkey 

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

The JTS is not yet active

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

Two National Authorities for Turkey:

State Planning Organisation (SPO) and

Central Unit for Financial Contracting

(CFCU)

One national correspondent in Turkey for

the financial management (National Aid

Coordinator) – Ministry of European

Affairs

Legal status

National public authorities

National public authority

Function carried out

- National correspondents of the MA and

the PA 

- Functions of the MA and the PA 

- Responsible of the coordination of the

pre-accession for Turkey 

- Participation in the assessment

- Coordination of financial cooperation

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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Agreement between Greece and Turkey concerning cooperation in the sectors of 

culture, education, science and sport (2000 and 2001)

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

53 - Adriatic New Neighbourhood
Programme

Italy, Croatia, Bosnia, Albania, Union of the States of Serbia
and Montenegro* (*based on EC Decision C(2004)5554)

www.interregadriatico.it

Identity

Regione Abruzzo (IT)

Legal status

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the local management units

Managing Authority

Identity

Interregional cooperation observatory for

development

Legal status

Italian regional public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

ATI FIRA (Finanziaria Regionale Abruzzo)

(IT)

Legal status

Group of technical and financial bodies,

selected by means of an international call

for tender

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the local payment units 

Paying Authority

Identity

One National Authority each partner State

– ministerial level 

Several local and regional management

and payment units

Legal status

National public authorities

Local and regional public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA and responsible

for the implementation of the programme

on their territory 

Collaboration in the carrying out of MA

and PA missions 

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

One consultants’ agency

Legal status

Body governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the first level control

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

54 - Czech Republic – Poland

Czech Republic, Poland
www.interreg3a.dolnyslask.pl

Identity

Ministry for Regional Development (CZ)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the National Authority (PL)

Managing Authority

Identity

Centre for Regional Development (CZ)

Legal status

Regional office of a national public

authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Ministry of Finances – Service National

Fund (CZ) and Polish sub-PA authority

(PL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Polish sub-PA authority (PL)

Paying Authority

Identity

One National Authority responsible for the

implementation of the programme on the

Polish side – Ministry of Economy (PL)

One sub-PA on the Polish side - Ministry

of Finances (PL)

Secretariats of the Regional Councils I

(CZ)

Secretariats of the Regional Councils II (CZ)

Voidvoships (PL)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

Regional public authority

Regional public authority

Regional public authority

Function carried out

Cooperation with the MA for a better

implementation of the programme, partici-

pation in first level controls 

Collaboration with the PA

Guidance, assessment, participation in the

decision process

First level control

Guidance, assessment, participation in the

decision process

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 
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Identity

Four Euroregions on the programme 

territory: Euroregion Glacensis (PL-CZ),

Euroregion Praded-Pradziad (PL-CZ),

Euroregion Silesia (PL-CZ), Euroregion

Tesinske Slezsko-Slask Cieszynski (PL-CZ)

Legal status

Voluntary association of cross-border

cooperation between Polish and Czech

municipalities, without legal status 

Function carried out

Management of the Small Projects Fund:

assistance on the structuring and 

monitoring of the projects, assessment,

preparation of decisions, first level 

control…

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

55 - Poland – Slovakia

Poland, Slovakia
www.interreg.gov.pl

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Labour (PL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Intermediate Bodies

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Finance (PL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Phare-CBC / INTERREG office

Legal status

Grouping of public authorities

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Intermediate Bodies

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

One National Authority on the Slovakian

side – Ministry of Construction and

Regional Development

One PA delegation on the Slovakian side 

Several delegating Intermediate Bodies

beside the regional partner authorities:

Marshall Office and Voidvoship (PL),

regional development agencies (SK)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

Regional public authorities, development

agencies

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA, responsible for

the implementation of the programme in

Slovakia

Collaboration with the PA

Operational management of the 

programme at project level

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

Two Euroregions in the territory of the

programme: Beskidy and Tatry

Legal status

Associations

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Function carried out

Management of a Small Projects Fund

(assistance to structuring, assessment,

decision, monitoring, control of the 

projects…)

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - -

- - -

- - -

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme

Poland - Slovakia Programme

MA
(Polish Ministry of

Economy, Labour and
Social Policy)

NATIONAL 
AUTHORITY IN 

SLOVAKIA
(Ministry of Construction
and Regional develop-

ment)
Signs contracts with 

final beneficiaries from
Slovakia

PA
(Polish Ministry 

of Finance)

Sub-PA
(Slovak Ministry

of Finance)

INTERMEDIATE 
BODY (PAYING UNIT) 

(Separate unit of the
Slovak Ministry of
Construction and

Regional development)
Payments to final benefi-

ciaries from Slovakia

INTERMEDIATE 
BODIES

(Voidvoship offices in
Ślaskie, Malopolskie and

Podkarpackie)
- Sign contracts with

Polish final beneficiaries
in the name of MA

- Make payment to final
beneficiaries from Poland

in the name of PA

SC
Selects projects

JTS
- Registers and encodes project applications

- Assesses project applications in cooperation with Slovak
and Polish experts

INTERREG CONTACT POINTS 
LOCATED IN MARSHAL OFFICES (ŚLA̧SKIE, 

MALOPOLSKIE, PODKARPACKIE)
- Assistance for applicants,

- Receiving copies of applications,
- Participation in quality assessment,
- Application completeness check.

APPLICANT (PL) APPLICANT (SK)

Two Regional 
Agencies 

(on behalf of higher
territorial units)

- Receive copies of 
applications,

- Participate in quality 

INTERREG 
INFO-POINTS

two regional 
development 

agencies located
close to the 

border
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INTERREG IIIA

56 - Slovakia – Czech Republic

Czech Republic, Slovakia
www.strukturalni-fondy.cz

Identity

Ministry of Construction and Regional

Development of the Slovak Republic (SK)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the National Authority (CZ)

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Construction and Regional

Development of the Slovak Republic (SK)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Ministry of Finances of the Slovak

Republic – Service of structural funds

(SK)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the sub-PA (CZ)

Paying Authority

Identity

One National Authority for the implemen-

tation of the programme on the Czech

side: Ministry for Regional Development

(CZ)

One sub-PA on the Czech side: Ministry

of Finances (CZ)

Three regional units on the Slovakian side

(Higher Territorial Units, HTU) (SK)

Three Secretariats of the Regional

Councils on the Czech side (CZ) 

Centre for Regional Development (CZ)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

Regional non-profit organisations 

Regional public authorities

Regional office of a national public

authority

Function carried out

Cooperation with the MA for a better

implementation of the programme,

responsible for the signing of subsidy con-

tracts with Czech project owners

Collaboration with the PA

Guidance and assistance to the structur-

ing and the monitoring of the projects

Guidance and assistance in project 

structuring

Monitoring on the implementation of the

projects

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 
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Identity

Euroregion Bilé-Biele Karpaty (SK)

Legal status

Association governed by private law

Function carried out

- Guidance and assistance to the 

emergence of projects 

- Determines if the projects can be 

considered eligible 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

57 - Poland – Ukraine – Belarus

Belarus, Poland, Ukraine
www.interreg3a.dolnyslask.pl

Identity

Ministry of Economy and Labour –

Service for the implementation of regional

development programmes (PL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of Finances (PL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

INTERREG office (PL)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Four Euroregions on the programme 

territory: Euroregion Bug, Euroregion

Karpacki, Euroregion Niemen, Euroregion

Puszcza Bialowieska

Legal status

Cross-border grouping between regional

or local authorities

Function carried out

Management of the Small Projects Fund

in the framework of  the INTERREG IIIA-

Tacis CBC: assistance to the structuring

and monitoring of the projects, assess-

ment, preparation of decisions

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - -

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

58 - Lithuania – Poland – Russia

Lithuania, Poland, Russia
www.interreg3a.dolnyslask.pl
www.interreg.lt

Identity

Ministry of the Interior – Service of

Regional Policy (LT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the National Authority (PL)

Managing Authority

Identity

Ministry of the Interior – Service of

Regional Policy (LT), with relays working

with each regional partner in Lithuania

and in Poland 

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Ministry of Finances – Service National

Fund (LT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the sub-PA (PL) 

Paying Authority

Identity

One National Authority for the implemen-

tation of the programme on the Polish

side: Ministry of Economy (PL)

One sub-PA on the Polish side: Ministry

of Finances (PL)

EU Representation office in Russia

Voidvoships (PL)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

International organisation

Regional public authorities

Function carried out

Cooperation with the MA for a better

implementation of the programme

Collaboration with the PA

Coordination on the programme’s 

implementation in Russia 

- First level control

- Assistance to the JTS (guidance, 

drafting of the reports, assessment…)

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 
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Identity

Two Euroregions on the territory of the

programme: Euroregion Baltica 

(PL-LT-RU) and Euroregion Nemunas-

Niemen-Neman (PL-LT-RU)

Legal status

Groupings of cross-border associations

within local and regional authorities 

Function carried out

Management of a Small Projects Fund in

the framework of the INTERREG and

Phare programmes and assistance to the

instructing and monitoring of the projects,

assessment, preparation of decisions…

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

External auditor

Legal status

Bodies governed by private law

Function carried out

Participation in the first level control

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Agreement between the management authorities of the programme to define their

respective missions

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

59 - Hungary – Slovakia – Ukraine

Hungary, Slovakia, Ukraine
www.vati.hu

Identity

Hungarian Office for Territorial and

Regional Development – HOTRD/VATI,

attached to the Prime Minister (HU)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the National Authority (SK)

Managing Authority

Identity

HOTRD/VATI: Hungarian Public Non-profit

Company for Regional Development and

Town Planning, with regional relays 

Legal status

Public legal entity

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Ministry of Finances (HU)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in coordination with

the sub-PA (SK)

Paying Authority

Identity

One National Authority for the implemen-

tation of the programme on the Slovak

side: Ministry of Construction and

Regional Development (SK)

One coordination unit for the programme

on the Ukrainian side: Ministry of

Economy and European Integration (UA)

One sub-PA on the Slovak side: Ministry

of Finances (SK)

Agencies responsible for the implementa-

tion of the programme: six regional devel-

opment agencies (SK)

Responsible agency for the implementa-

tion of the Tacis-CBC programme in

Ukraine (UA)

Info-Points (SK and UA)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

National public authority

Regional public authorities

National public authority

Local public authorities

Function carried out

Cooperation with the MA for a better

implementation of the programme

Cooperation with the MA for a better

implementation of the programme

Collaboration with the PA

Guidance and assessment

Guidance and assessment

Guidance

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 
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Identity

Carpathian Euroregion 

Legal status

Association of local and regional cross-

border authorities between Hungary,

Slovakia, Ukraine, Poland and Romania

(foundation) 

Function carried out

- - - 

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - - 

Legal status

- - - 

Function carried out

- - - 

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies 

- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

60 - Hungary – Romania – Serbia and
Montenegro* 
(*based on EC Decision C(2004)4155)

Hungary, Romania, Serbia and Montenegro
www.vati.hu

Identity

Hungarian Office for Territorial and

Regional Development HOTRD/VATI,

attached to the Prime Minister (HU)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Managing Authority

Identity

HOTRD/VATI: Hungarian Public Non-profit

Company for Regional Development and

Town Planning and regional relays

Legal status

Public legal entity

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Ministry of Finances (HU)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

National correspondents in Romania and

Serbia

Legal status

National public authorities

Function carried out

MA and PA missions

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

61 - Slovenia – Hungary – Croatia

Croatia, Hungary, Slovenia
www.gov.si

Identity

National Agency for Regional 

development (NARD) (SI)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the National Authorities (HU, HR)

Managing Authority

Identity

National Agency for Regional 

development (NARD) (SI)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Ministry of Finances (SI)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions in cooperation with

the sub-PA (HU, HR)

Paying Authority

Identity

One National Authority for the implemen-

tation of the programme on the

Hungarian side: HOTRD/VATI (HU)

Two National Authorities on the Croatian

side: EU Representation Office in Croatia

and Ministry of the European Integration

One sub-PA on the Hungarian side:

HOTRD/VATI (HU)

One sub-PA on the Croatian side for the

intervention of the CARDS Funds: EU

Representation Office in Croatia

Offices of operational management: three

NARD decentralised offices in Slovenia

(SI), two VATI regional offices in Hungary

(HU) and Ministry for the European

Integration in Croatia (HR)

Info-Points in the three countries

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

National public authority

National public authority

National or regional public authorities

Local public authorities

Function carried out

Cooperation with the MA for a better

implementation of the programme, 

participates mainly in the first level control

- Cooperation with the MA for a better

implementation of the programme

- Management of CARDS Funds

Collaboration with the PA

Collaboration with the PA for the manage-

ment of the CARDS credits

Operational management of the pro-

gramme: guidance and assessment 

Guidance

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 
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Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies

- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

62 - Italy – Malta

Italy, Malta
www.interreg-italiamalta.org
www.ppcd.gov.mt

Identity

Sicily Region – Regional Programming

Service (IT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the sub-MA in Malta (MT)

Managing Authority

Identity

Sicily Region – Regional Programming

Service (IT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the Office attached to the sub-MA (MT)

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Sicily Region – Regional Programming

Service (IT)

Legal status

National public authority

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in collaboration with

the sub-PA (MT)

Paying Authority

Identity

One sub-MA in Malta, attached to the

Prime Minister (MT)

One sub-PA in Malta: Ministry of Finances

(MT)

Legal status

National public authority

National public authority

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA, these bodies

meet regularly within a coordination group

for the management of the programme

Collaboration with the PA

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- Convention regulating relations between the central MA and the sub-MA (functioning

on a collegial basis)

- Convention regulating relations between the central PA and the sub-PA

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

63 - Estonia – Latvia – Russia

Estonia, Latvia, Russia
www.bsrinterreg.net/3a

Identity

Investitionsbank Schleswig-Holstein (DE)

Legal status

Private bank

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the National Authorities (EE, LV)

Managing Authority

Identity

Joint Secretariat Rostock (DE)

Legal status

Attached to the Schleswig-Holstein IB

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Investitionsbank Schleswig-Holstein (DE)

Legal status

Private bank

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Two National Authorities: Ministry of the

Interior in Estonia (EE), Ministry for

Regional and Local Development (LV)

Legal status

National public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA, these bodies

are responsible for the implementation of

the programme on their national territory –

participation mainly in the first level control

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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INTERREG IIIA

64 - Latvia – Lithuania – Belarus

Belarus, Latvia, Lithuania
www.bsrinterreg.net/3a

Identity

Investitionsbank Schleswig-Holstein (DE)

Legal status

Private bank

Function carried out

Traditional functions, in cooperation with

the National Authorities (LT, LV)

Managing Authority

Identity

Joint Secretariat Rostock (DE)

Legal status

Attached to the Schleswig-Holstein IB

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Joint Technical Secretariat

Identity

Investitionsbank Schleswig-Holstein (DE)

Legal status

Private bank

Function carried out

Traditional functions

Paying Authority

Identity

Two National Authorities: Ministry for

Regional and Local Development (LV),

Ministry of the Interior (LT)

Legal status

National public authorities

Function carried out

Collaboration with the MA, responsible for

the implementation of the programme on

their national territory – participation 

mainly in the first level control

‘Internal’ Intermediate Bodies – working within the partner offices 

Identity

- - -

Identity

- - -

Identity

- - -

‘External’ Intermediate Bodies – Cross-border cooperation structures

Identity

- - -

Legal status

- - -

Function carried out

- - -

Other ‘external’ Intermediate Bodies
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- - -

Framework agreement for cross-border cooperation on the territory

Between States

Between partner authorities or

between MA/PA/JTS and partner

authorities

Between the MA and the State of 

registered office

Between programme bodies

(MA, PA, JTS)

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

- - - 

Conventions concerning the implementation of the programme
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